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Analysis of software reliability plays an important role in quality assurance plan realization during software 

development. By monitoring changes of evaluated reliability in relation to quality objectives it is possible 

to analyze current situation in respect to agreed requirements and initiate appropriate actions when needed 

to secure fulfilling of the goals. The use of software reliability growth models as the only method for reliability 

evaluation seems to be too much simplified approach. Such approach, based solely on fault detection history, 

may in some circumstances be risky and lead to significantly wrong decisions related to the software validation 

process. Taking possible pros and cons into account the model described in this paper is proposed to use 

a number of additional information concerning the software being tested and the validation process itself, 

to produce more accurate outcomes from the reliability analysis. The produced outcome gives an appropriate 

feedback for a decision makers, taking into account assumed software development process characteristic. 

Integral part of the presented approach is devoted to reliability characteristics of a system being tested 

in parallel by several independent teams.  
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1. Introduction  
 

Software reliability analysis plays an important 

role in overall quality assurance plan in software 

development process. Nowadays, when business 

realities force companies to be more competitive 

when it comes to faster deliveries of a new 

software to the market, software reliability 

remains a crucial factor which determines  

the final success of a product. Such situation 

provoke existence of a development process 

optimization procedures that incorporate 

reliability objectives as a main criteria. Such 

approach may be potentially good but on  

the other hand it may also be dangerous when 

reliability findings are not proper. To make sure 

that produced reliability evaluations can be rely 

on, it is crucial to secure that the applied 

methods allow to incorporate possibly large 

range of important aspects related to software 

verification process and system under testing as 

such. This kind of approach is more demanding 

for persons performing quality analysis because 

it entails a need to collect, prepare and process 

larger amount of data, compared to situation 

when only software reliability growth models 

(SRGMs) are used [1]. Successful application of 

SRGMs has been proved many times [2]. 

Therefore, the approach proposed in this paper 

incorporates use of an SRGM as a method for 

software reliability prediction, however, taking 

all the related disadvantages into account [3], 

[4], additional extensions have been proposed.  

The extensions are used to make it possible,  

in a given moment of software validation 

process, to produce more accurate outcomes for 

a decisive persons, based on results provided by 

SRGM but processed in accordance with taken 

assumptions. The main goal for this version of 

the model was to verify methods of information 

synthesis and influence of such approach on  

the quality and financial results of a software 

development project execution when software 

validation is supposed to be conducted under 

strictly defined reliability objectives. 

The subject of interest and research area for 

the proposed approach are large systems 

consisting of many functional modules, 

implementing logic for various and complex 

tasks. In case of such systems it is a common 

situation that implementation of functional 

extension to the software is performed 

simultaneously by several development teams. 

To a large extend the teams may work 

independently of each other, practically up to  

the final integration phase when effects of  

their work are joined with system being prepared 

for a customer. From software reliability 

analysis point of view each such individual 

process being realized by a single team is 

important. As well, important is a main process 

which consists of all the individual processes.  
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Taking into account the specificity of 

software development process conducted  

in the mentioned way, appropriate methods for 

an individual process are described in chapters 

2–6, and methods for a main process  

are described in chapter 7. Chapter 8 contains 

summary of the results of application of  

the model in a real software development 

project.  

 

2. Software reliability evaluation 

based on faults detection history 
 

A starting point in the proposed model is to 

evaluate software reliability, based on 

information concerning history of faults 

detection during system testing. For this purpose 

the Musa and Okumoto software reliability 

growth model [5], based on non-homogeneous 

Poisson process theory, was used. This model 

was selected due to proven effectiveness  

in practical application and satisfactory level of 

fit of the model to data representing history of 

defects detection in the examined software.  

In order to evaluate the fit of model to available 

data, three criteria which are widely used for  

the purpose of SRGMs comparative analysis [6] 

can be applied. The criteria are the mean squared 

errors (1), the predictive-ratio risk (2), and 

Akaike’s information criterion (3). 

 

 ,  (1) 

 

where: 

 – number of faults detected until time ; 

 – time of i-th fault detection; 

 – number of data concerning fault detection 

times, ;Nu  

 – number of model parameters; 

 – expected cumulative number of faults  

at time it , ui ,1 . 

 

,  (2) 

 

where: 

 – number of faults detected until time ; 

 – time of i-th fault detection; 

 – number of data concerning fault detection 

times; 

 – expected cumulative number of faults  

at time , ����.
 

 

 ,  (3) 

where: 

 – number of model parameters;  
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the selected model.  

The Musa-Okumoto model belongs to  

the class of models with infinite number of 

faults. Due to the form of the mean value 

function (4) this model is classified as 

logarithmic model. In such case intensity of 

failures decreases exponentially, along with 

detection of subsequent faults. Therefore, 

tendency to detect more faults in the early phase 

of testing is incorporated in the model.  

 

 , (4) 

where: 

 

 

 

 

 – initial failure intensity; 

 – rate of reduction in the normalized failure 

intensity per failure, 0' .
For the Musa-Okumoto model appropriate 

form of the maximum likelihood function (5), 

required for Akaike’s criterion calculation, was 

determined based on general form of Poisson 

distribution probability density function. 

 

…...

,         (5) 

where: 

 – time of i-th fault detection; 

 – time of u-th fault detection; 

 – number of data concerning fault detection 

times. 

For a given moment in software validation 

process appropriate values for  and  

parameters can be determined by estimators 

based on maximum likelihood method. 

Estimators obtained by this method are usually 

characterized by at least consistency, asymptotic 

normality and asymptotic efficiency. Having the 

model parameters evaluated it is possible to 

determine value of conditional reliability 

function (6) for time period . 

 

,      (6) 

 

where: 

 ,  

 is defined by (4). 
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3. Reliability evaluation risk factor 
 

When software reliability evaluation for a given 

time horizon is determined, it is then a relevant 

question how much the evaluation is credible  

in context of the system under testing as such 

and current stage of the validation process.  

To be able to incorporate aspects that have  

the potential to influence results of the ongoing 

reliability analysis, a reliability evaluation risk 

factor is proposed. The risk factor is supposed  

to be built on information concerning risk of 

reliability evaluations from a single module 

perspective, together with information about 

significance of the module from system 

perspective (a module weight). The risk factor  

is supposed to be a function of time, where time 

is discretized, with step equal k. A step length  

is a decision variable and can be set to e.g.  

an hour, a day or a week.  A step length shall be 

set the way that its value corresponds to  

the characteristic and pace of the validation 

process realization. It should be relatively 

shorter than whole planned validation period and 

relatively longer than execution time of a single 

test case. 

Required information about risk from  

a single module perspective is built on data 

concerning test coverage and adequacy of  

the number of faults detected in a module 

compare to the expected value. The expected 

number of faults for a given module is 

determined based on historical data analysis, 

taking into account scale of current development 

project (7). It is assumed that continues 

development of software from a system module, 

by using the same programming paradigm  

in each of the development projects, gives 

enough argument to perceive the software as to 

be homogeneous from reliability perspective.  

In case of lack of information concerning faults 

detected in a given module, the expected number 

of faults can be determined by applying method 

based on a program volume, proposed by 

Halstead [7]. 

 ,  (7) 

where: 

– number of historical projects, ; 

– number of faults in i-th module from j-th 

historical project, , <<<<=<<<<<>
– number of new or modified lines of code  

in i-th module from current project, , <<<<>

– number of new or modified lines of code  

in i-th module from j-th historical project, , <<<< = <<<<<?
Equation (8) shows formula of the function 

used to assess value of adequacy of the number 

of faults detected in a given module, in a given 

moment of the validation process (k), compare  

to the expected value produced by formula (7).  

The constant  is a decisive variable whose 

value shall express the belief of a decisive 

person about importance of such a fact  

that number of faults detected in a module differ 

from the expected value. Value of constant  

shall basically not exceed value 2. Higher values 

lead to situation when even small deviation from 

the expected value causes significant increase of 

the risk factor value.  

 , (8) 

 

where: 

, 

 
 – expected number of faults for the i-th 

module, <<<<@
 – number of faults detected in the i-th 

module until end of k step, <<<<@ 
a – a constant influencing the shape of adequacy 

function, . 

Equation (9) shows formula of the risk 

factor for a single i-th module modified in 

current development project. The formula was 

constructed the way that it takes into account 

deviation of the number of faults detected in  

a given module during software validation, from 

the number of faults expected for this module.  

It was assumed that as long as there are still 

some planned but not executed test cases  

that covers functionality provided by a given 

module (note that 0 means 0% coverage while  

1 means 100% coverage), value of the risk factor 

for this module is always higher than zero.  

When number of faults detected in a given 

module differ from the expected value 

determined based on historical data, the risk 

factor value is additionally increased, 

proportionally to the value of the adequacy 

factor. For modules not modified in current 

development project, the risk factor is assumed 

to be equal zero.  

 

  , (9) 
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where: 

 – test coverage of the i-th module until  

end of  step, , GGGGH
 – number of modules in the system, . 

To be able to determine necessary values of 

weights of the modules, all the modules shall be 

classified based on code complexity and 

functional criticality analysis. This way, 

appropriate weight value can be given for 

particular class of modules. Equation (10)  

is used to determine a numerical value reflecting 

importance of i-th module from the system 

reliability examination point of view.  

 

 , (10) 

where: 

– complexity of i-th module, , GGGGH
 – functional criticality of i-th module, 

, GGGGH
 – number of modules in the system, . 

Appropriate values of functional criticality 

( ) for all modules are determined by experts 

having extensive knowledge about examined 

system. The main criterion here is the impact of 

a failure in a given module on overall ability  

of the system to perform its tasks. The meaning 

of particular values used for expression of  

the functional criticality is as follows: 

1 – high importance module; 

2 – normal importance module; 

3 – low importance module; 

4 – auxiliary module. 

Complexity of a given module ( )  

is determined based on a combination of selected 

code complexity metrics. The selected metrics 

shall be appropriate for the type of examined 

code and shall be characterized by low level of 

mutual correlation, to maximize effectiveness of 

their use in the decisive process. In this research 

the McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity [8]  

and data flow complexity metrics were used. 

The latter metric is represented by equation (11). 

It is inspired by data flow complexity concept 

presented by Henry and Kafura [9].  

 

,  

(11) 

where: 

 – number of interfaces incoming to module, 

, GGGGI
 – number of interfaces outgoing from 

module, , GGGGH
 – number of data incoming to module, 

, GGGGH

 – number of data outgoing from module, 

, GGGGH
 – number of permanent data maintained by 

module, , GGGGH
 – number of modules in the system, 

.  

Each of the used metrics focuses on 

different aspects of software engineering, thus 

they characterize complexity of a given module 

in a different manner. Due to that it is possible to 

achieve relatively better evaluation of the overall 

module complexity, compare to situation when 

used metrics belong to the same class.  

The overall complexity for a given module  

is defined as a product of values given by single 

metrics. Having the overall complexity 

calculated for all the system modules,  

all the values are then normalized to range [0, 1]. 

The results of normalization are then used as 

module complexity in equation (10).  

When values of the importance factor are 

calculated for each of system module, based on 

equation (10), the next step is to decide which of 

the received values are going to be used as 

thresholds for assigning the modules to different 

classes. For this reason the received values  

are first sorted from lowest to highest. Then, it is 

decided how many percent of modules with the 

lowest values belongs to the first class and how 

many modules with the highest values belongs to 

the third class. Value of the importance factor 

calculated for a module which is the first one, 

according to the determined order, that belongs 

to the second class of modules constitutes  

the first threshold value. Value of the importance 

factor calculated for a module which is the last 

one, according to the determined order,  

that belongs to the second class of modules 

constitutes the second threshold value. If by 1 

we denote the first threshold value and by 2  

the second threshold value, then appropriate 

weight values for modules are determined by  

the formula (12). 

1 1

2 1 2

4 2

 , (12) 

where: 

 
n – number of module in the system, . 

Form of the reliability evaluation risk factor 

that is supposed to be used for the entire system 

is finally defined by formula (13). It is defined 

as weighted arithmetic mean of the individual 

risk factors of system modules. 
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than the expected number of faults then fault 

density is assumed to be equal zero. 

Having the software fault density evaluated 

it is then possible to determine value of the fault 

density adequacy factor . As a main 

reference the value of required fault density  

is used which, together with tolerance between 

value required and value achieved, is defined by 

a decisive person. The fault density adequacy 

factor takes values from range [0,1], with step 

which equals 0.1. Value 1 in this case means  

that achieved fault density is equal or lower  

than the required one. Based on the defined 

tolerance the subsequent fault density thresholds 

are determined. The defined tolerance reflects  

a ten percent threshold which, when crossed, 

results in value of the fault density adequacy 

factor decreased by 0.1, until it reaches 0. If by  

we denote the required fault density and by   

the tolerance between value required and value 

achieved, then appropriate value of the fault 

density adequacy factor can be determined by 

the formula (15). Decided this way value  

of the factor is used later to determine value of  

the maturity and readiness to integration 

indicator.  

 

ééé
ê
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       (15) 

 

 

5. Maturity and readiness to 

integration indicator 
 

Presented model introduces concept of  

a maturity and readiness to integration indicator 

which is supposed to be used as a guidance for  

a decisive person when decisions about 

integration of modified software modules with 

system that is being prepared for a customer  

are taken. Meaning of the indicator is directly 

related to development methodology applied for 

the system under testing. The way value for  

the indicator is determined is characterized by 

synthesis of information of different type,  

to finally provide a single value appropriate for  

a decisive process. In the presented model  

the decision that is supposed to be taken during 

validation process lies in the fact to agree or not 

agree on integration of modified software 

modules with system that is being prepared for  

a customer, based on the defined reliability 

objectives. By applying the presented approach 

the risk of taking wrong decision, that is decision 

to integrate modified modules while the software 

under testing has not reached appropriate level 

of its reliability, is reduced. It is assumed  

that reliability of examined software is a priority 

criterion for the decisive person.  

The maturity and readiness to integration 

indicator expresses, by a percentage value,  

the level of fulfilling the requirement for 

software reliability defined by a decisive person. 

Value of the indicator for a given moment of 

software validation process is determined in the 

following way. The software reliability objective 

defined by a decisive person constitutes a level 

which, when reached, means 100% fulfillment 

of the requirement. First step is to compare 

software reliability evaluated by the selected 

SRGM, in case of this research by model Musa-

Okumoto described in chapter 2, with level 

defined as the objective, to get preliminary level 

of the requirement fulfillment. For instance, 

when objective is set to 0.8 and evaluated 

reliability is 0.6 then the preliminary level  

is 75%. Then, it is assumed that the preliminary 

level can be treated as the final one when there 

are no symptoms showing that value of  

the evaluated software reliability might not be 

proper. By the symptoms the counted values of 

the reliability evaluation risk factor (13)  

and the fault density adequacy factor (15)  

are meant. It is assumed that when product 

ò óô ó ô ókAkH gõö÷  equals 1 then the reliability 

evaluated by the selected SRGM is the final one 

and so the percentage value related to  

the evaluated reliability constitutes value of  

the maturity and readiness to integration 

indicator. Otherwise, that is when the above 

product is less than 1, appropriate percentage 

value to be used as the maturity and readiness to 

integration indicator value is counted by  

a proportional reduction in the percentage value 

corresponding to the evaluated software 

reliability. For instance, when the product gives 

0.4 and previously counted preliminary level is 

75% then the maturity and readiness to 

integration indicator gets value 30%. 

 

6. Cost function 
 

Taking into account economic side of software 

development project, in particular costs related 

to realization of software validation process  

and maintenance of the product on customer 

side, the proposed model introduces as well  
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a cost function (16). The function allows to keep 

track of changes concerning overall costs for  

the ongoing project, taking into account real data 

available at a given moment in software 

validation process as well as predicted data 

concerning future. The cost aspect introduces 

additional limitation imposed on the main plan 

aiming to produce software with satisfying level 

of reliability but within decided budget. 

Therefore, together with quality analysis there is 

also cost analysis being performed for system 

under testing.  

 

  

 ,            (16) 

where: 

 – current time (corresponds to end of time  

step k); 

– additional time; 

 – number of faults detected until end of 

time step ; 

 – predicted number of faults until end 

of time ; 

 – predicted overall cost until end  

of time ; 

– cost of single fault removal during software 

validation; 

 – cost of conducting software validation 

during a single time step ( ); 

– cost of single fault removal during 

software utilization by a customer. 

Naturally, cost of fault removal when fault 

is detected by a customer is much higher than 

cost that needs to be incurred when fault 

removal takes place during software validation. 

It is assumed that cost of conducting  

the validation process as such is not negligible. 

By inclusion of this cost into analysis it is 

possible to judge whether to continue  

the validation process or not. It might be 

important especially in case when the quality 

goals have almost been met while budget limits 

are already or closely reached. The number of 

faults detected until end of time step k is known 

at a given moment when cost calculation takes 

place. The number of faults detected until 

additional time x passes is predicted by  

the selected SRGM. In case of this research it is 

model Musa-Okumoto described in chapter 2. 

 

7. Reliability characteristics for 

software parallel validation  
 

In case of developing a big scale system it is 

possible that many small production processes 

coexist and are realized, to the large extend, 

independently of each other by many 

development teams. Form the final product 

perspective it is however necessary to be able to 

monitor interesting characteristics for the main 

production process which aims to create a new 

version of the system.  

Considering validation process which is 

being realized by a team involved in a single 

production process, two separable states can be 

defined, representing situation in which the 

process at a given moment in time can be. The 

first used state indicates searching for faults 

while the second one indicates fixing faults. This 

fact was used to describe a validation process 

together with relevant reliability characteristics.  

The following assumptions were taken: 

times between consecutive faults detection 

are independent random variables with  

the same probability distribution,  

faults detection as well as faults fixing 

intensity remain constant during examined 

time intervals and are the same for all 

independent validation processes of 

independent production processes; the 

intensity values are initially decided by 

domain experts, based on development 

teams characteristics, planned tasks 

characteristics, as well as development 

methodology; values of the intensities may 

be changed due to new evaluations based on 

fault detection and fault fixing information 

from the already finished time intervals, 

the number of testing teams is constant, 

equals the number of independent 

development processes, and each of  

the individual validation processes can be in 

one of two possible states – searching for 

faults or fixing a fault.  

In case of individual validation process  

a state machine with two states is applied. 

Analysis of such process can be based on 

stochastic process theory, in particular theory of 

Markov process with continuous time and 

discrete set of states [11]. It was assumed  

that time of being in particular state of  

the process is characterized by exponential 

probability distribution with known value of 

parameter reflecting intensity with which  

the process leaves a state. Probability density for 

variables which represent time of being in fault 

detection state and time of being in fault fixing 

state are described by equations (17) and (18) 

respectively.  

 ,   (17) 

where: 

 – fault detection intensity in individual 

validation process. 
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   (18) 

where: 

 – fault fixing intensity in individual validation 

process. 

From the main process perspective at  

a given moment in time some of the running  

in parallel individual processes are in fault 

detection state and some are in fault fixing state. 

Based on that fact it is possible to define a set of 

states for the main process, where state denoted 

as k means that currently k among all of  

the individual processes are in fault fixing state, 

whereas remaining n-k processes are in fault 

detection state. A Markov chain state diagram 

for the main process, which is a time-

homogeneous Markov chain with finite state 

space, is presented in figure 2.  

 
Fig. 2. Markov chain state diagram for the main 

process  

 

A transition intensities between states in  

the main process are determined based on  

a feature of random variable distribution where 

the variable is defined as a minimum of 

independent exponentially distributed random 

variables. The feature tells that this way defined 

random variable is also characterized by 

exponential distribution with parameter which is 

a sum of parameters from distributions of  

the random variables which are arguments of  

the minimum function. 

A time to leave a state in the main process 

depends only on the current state of the process 

and is characterized by exponential distribution 

with parameter dependent on the current state. 

Probability density for random variable  

which represents time of being in state k of  

the main process is expressed by equation (19). 
 

, 

  (19) 

where: 

 – total number of individual processes 

constituting the main process; 

 – number of individual processes being in fault 

fixing state; 

 – number of individual processes being 

in fault detection state; 

 – intensity of fault detection in individual 

validation process; 

 – intensity of fault fixing in individual 

validation process. 

Value of probability of state k to state k–1

transition and value of probability of state k to 

state k+1 transition in the main process is 

determined based on equations (20) and (21) 

respectively.  

 , (20) 

 

 . (21) 

 

An unconditional probability of being in  

a given state of the main process is determined 

based on equation (22) which is a result of 

transformation of the Markov chain balance 

equation.  

  (22) 

 

Time to find a fault when the main process 

is in a given state can be defined as a recursive 

relation (23). The equation incorporates value of 

time to find a fault for preceding state.  

 

 , (23) 

 

where: 

 – random variable which expresses time to 

find a fault while the process is in state k; 

 – random variable which expresses time of 

being in state k; 

k
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 – random variable which expresses time to 

find a fault while the process is in state 156 . 

Probability distribution for the  variable 

can be determined by computing a convolution 

of probability densities of independent random 

variables which are components of the sum in 

equation (23). Based on Borel’s convolution 

theorem, equation (24) is determined by 

applying Laplace transform and further 

simplifying transformations.  

 

, 

 

  (24) 

where: 

 – Laplace transform of probability density 

function  which expresses time to find  

a fault while the main process is in a given state; 

 – Laplace transform of probability density 

function which expresses time of being in  

a given state. 

An absolute time to find a fault, irrespective 

of a state in which the main process currently 

resides, is determined based on equation (25). 

 

 (25) 

 

By applying Laplace transform for equation 

(25) and using equation (24) finally equation 

(26) is received.  

 

   

 (26) 

                 

 

The moment generation feature of Laplace 

transform or an inverse transform calculation 

can be used to get formulas that are used to 

determine expected value (27) and variance (28) 

of time to find next fault in the main process.  

 

     

 (27) 

               

 

 

 

     

(28) 

             

  

 

 

 

 

8. Model verification 
 

Presented in previous chapters approach to 

software reliability verification during validation 

process was practically applied on data collected 

during realization of a real software 

development process which aimed to enhance 

functional capabilities of a complex, real-time 

system. Four independent teams were working 

on new version of the system, implementing 

separate functionalities. Therefore, from  

the proposed model perspective there were four 

individual production processes for which 

reliability analysis with use of maturity  

and readiness to integration indicator as well as 

cost function was performed. Also the method of 

determining reliability characteristics for  

a software under parallel testing performed by 

multiple teams was verified. 

To get evaluations for Musa-Okumoto 

model parameters, current intensity of faults  

and expected number of software faults  

in a given time perspective, the SMERFS3 

application was used as a tool which has proved 

its usefulness in software reliability researches 

[12].  

Analysis of importance of system modules, 

necessary to determine weights of the modules 

and then the reliability evaluation risk factor 

value, shown that the applied complexity metrics 

in combination with functional criticality of  

a module are very effective in terms of ability to 

project the real situation in the evaluated system. 

Among forty seven modules, ten of them got 

weight 4, nine of them got weight 1 and the rest 

of modules got weight 2. Such a result also 

reflects reasonable architecture of the evaluated 

system in terms of program structure. 

The length of a time step used during 

analysis was 24 hours. For each time step values 

of used factors were updated based on 

information concerning progress and results of 

the validation process. Picture 3 presents 

waveform of a function reflecting changes of 

values of the reliability evaluation risk factor 

over all 65 time steps for one of the individual 

processes, with two different values of  

the constant  from equation (8). Value 1,15 

reflects quite low believe of a decisive person 

about the significance of deviation between 

number of faults expected and number of faults 

discovered, while value 1,5 reflects rather 

serious believe about such a fact. As can be seen 

from the picture, in the latter case the counted 

values of H(k) automatically expresses higher 

level of uncertainty about the evaluated software 

reliability and the wave is less linear due to 
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Wieloaspektowy model predykcji niezawodno ci oprogramowania  

w procesie testowania 
 

R. PE KA 

 
Badanie niezawodno ci oprogramowania stanowi istotn  cz  realizacji planu jako ciowego w procesie 

produkcji oprogramowania. Poprzez monitorowanie zmian warto ci prognozowanej niezawodno ci 

oprogramowania w odniesieniu do za o onych celów jako ciowych mo na dokonywa  analizy bie cej 

sytuacji oraz w razie konieczno ci podejmowa  kroki sprzyjaj ce realizacji za o onego planu. Wykorzystanie 

w celu predykcji niezawodno ci jedynie modeli wzrostu niezawodno ci oprogramowania, bazuj cych na 

historii wykrywania b dów w badanym oprogramowaniu, wydaje si  by  podej ciem zbyt uproszczonym. 

Podej cie to w pewnych okoliczno ciach realizacji procesu walidacji oprogramowania mo e by  obarczone 

du ym b dem i wp ywa  na podejmowanie b dnych decyzji przez decydenta. W zwi zku z tym, 

w zaproponowanym modelu wykorzystuje si  szereg dodatkowych informacji o testowanym oprogramowaniu 

oraz samym procesie walidacji w celu uzyskania bardziej wiarygodnych efektów analizy niezawodno ciowej, 

b d cych jednocze nie odpowiedni  informacj  zwrotn  dla decydenta z punktu widzenia za o onych realiów 

prowadzenia projektu programistycznego. Integraln  cz  prezentowanego podej cia stanowi aspekt 

wyznaczania charakterystyk niezawodno ciowych systemu testowanego równolegle przez kilka niezale nych 

zespo ów.  

 

S owa kluczowe: niezawodno , oprogramowanie, modelowanie, testowanie. 
 


